Studies of the size and morphology of anatomical structures rely on accurate and reproducible delineation of the structures, obtained either by human raters or automatic segmentation algorithms. Measures of reproducibility and variability are vital aspects of such studies and are usually estimated using repeated scans or repeated delineations (in the case of human raters). Methods exist for simultaneously estimating the true structure and rater performance parameters from multiple segmentations and have been demonstrated on volumetric images. In this work, we extend the applicability of previous methods onto two-dimensional surfaces parameterized as triangle meshes. Label homogeneity is enforced using a Markov random field formulated with an energy that addresses the challenges introduced by the surface parameterization. The method was tested using both simulated raters and cortical gyral labels. Simulated raters are computed using a global error model as well as a novel and more realistic boundary error model. We study the impact of raters and their accuracy based on both models, and show how effectively this method estimates the true segmentation on simulated surfaces. The Markov random field formulation was shown to effectively enforce homogeneity for raters suffering from label noise. We demonstrated that our method provides substantial improvements in accuracy over single-atlas methods for all experimental conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Assessment of structural and morphological anatomical characteristics plays an essential role in the application of medical imaging in clinical research. Such assessments depend upon the ability to accurately and precisely label structures in multidimensional images. The delineation of such structures can be applied in studies of the volume or shape of specific anatomy. These types of measurements have been correlated with numerous disease states, lending support to their applicability in the clinic. The labeling of structures is also vital in region-of-interest (ROI) analysis, in which statistics of some measurement are computed over pre-defined regions. These statistics can serve as evidence that a particular region is affected by an experimental variable (e.g. that the hippocampus is affected by Alzheimer's disease).
1, 2 ROI approaches have been singularly valuable recently, providing clues about the local changes of measures of function (e.g. fMRI, cerebral blood flow) 3, 4 and cellular properties. Naturally, the precise and accurate delineation of the ROIs is a prerequisite to such an analysis.
The labeling process may be carried out by human raters or by automated segmentation algorithms. Statistically motivated approaches [5] [6] [7] have been developed to fuse or combine labels from multiple individuals or algorithms into an estimate of the true label configuration that can be made more accurate and reliable than any of the individual, underlying labelings. These techniques are also useful for estimating the performance of human or algorithmic raters when an explicit ground truth is unknown. The true positive and true negative fractions are the measures of performance typically used in these approaches.
Although typically acquired in two or three dimensions, medical images may be processed and/or analyzed to form representations on manifolds (e.g., cortical surfaces). The parcellation of these manifolds into meaningful subunits (e.g., cortical gyral labels) is analogous to the anatomical labels described above and plays an important role in surface-based analyses. In particular, ROI techniques on the cortical surface have brought to light the relationships involving thickness 8, 9 and shape (e.g., gyrification). 10 Improved methods for estimating these regions will be especially valuable in studies using surfaces. In this paper, we extend the STAPLE algorithm 5 to two-dimensional surfaces represented by triangle meshes in the STAPLE Surface (STAPLES) method. To characterize this approach, we test STAPLES on simulated raters modeled with confusion matrices, as well as a new, realistic model that creates errors on the label boundaries (Section 3.1). Our method is also applied in an atlas-based approach for determining gyral labels on brain cortical surfaces.
METHODS

STAPLE
5 simultaneously estimates a true segmentation and a reliability characterization for each rater. It was originally presented on a voxel-wise basis for multiple-label, volumetric images, and included a Markov random field (MRF) to model spatially correlated structures. 12 Here we modify the original approach to operate on surface labels. First, the update equations of the STAPLE algorithm are applied vertex-wise to the triangle mesh (Section 2.1). Second, a new mesh-based MRF accounts for spatial consistency with multiple labels (Section 2.2).
STAPLE on Triangle Meshes
In this formulation, labels exist on a surface parameterized as a triangle mesh embedded in 3D with vertices v i ∈ 3 , i ∈ {1 . . . N} and edges e j ∈ (i, i ), j ∈ {1, . . . M}. One of L labels is to be assigned each vertex, T i ∈ {1, . . . L} given the labels from R raters D i = D ir , r ∈ {1, . . . R}. As well, we seek to estimate rater performances, modeled as a set of confusion matrices Θ = θ rs s , s, s ∈ {1, . . . L}: for any vertex v i , θ rs s denotes the probability that rater r assigns label s when s is the true label.
The algorithm is initialized by setting the performance parameters equal to a matrix close to the identity for all raters as suggested in Warfield et al. 5 Specifically, the diagonal elements of the confusion matrices (which represent the probabilities of correct label assignment) are set close to one, while the probability of error is equally distributed among the remaining labels. At iteration k, the segmentation given the performance parameters is then estimated using the update equation
where f (T i = s) is the prior probability of label s being present at vertex i. In this work, the prior probability was uniform over all vertices, and was estimated from the rater data. Next, the rater performance parameters for the (k + 1) th iteration are estimated with
These equations are identical to the conventional STAPLE algorithm since at this level the specifics of the locations of the points on which labels are defined are irrelevant. The segmentation and performance estimation are iterated until a convergence criterion is met. The equations described above are the expectation and maximization steps of an EMalgorithm for the estimation of rater reliabilities Θ. Formal demonstration of this fact can be found in Warfield et al. 5 and Rohlfing et al. 6 
Markov Random Field
As with the original approach, we use a Markov random field (MRF) to model the spatial homogeneity of labels. However, a reformulation of the MRF model was required due to two major challenges of the mesh parameterization not present in the conventional pixel or voxel image representation. First, vertices need not be equally spaced nor regularly connected as they are in the volumetric framework. A Gaussian kernel was applied to account for this, as the relative contribution to the local conditional probability from vertices within the clique are weighted by the distance of the clique vertex to the vertex itself. Second, cliques need not be of the same order (i.e. vertices are connected by different numbers of edges with different angular separation). This was addressed via simple normalization, but more sophisticated approaches will be explored in the future. Multiple labels are addressed by penalizing any "wrong" labels equally. The necessary changes were incorporated by defining the following MRF potential function
where T is the full label configuration, d ij is the distance between vertices i and j, d 0 is fixed and controls the size of the kernel. The interaction weight, β ii = β/M i if i and i are neighbors where β is fixed and M i denotes the number of neighbors of vertex i. If vertices i and i are not neighbors, β ii = 0. Optimization was achieved using an iterative conditional modes (ICM) scheme, 11 which successfully converged for the presented problems.
We note that the grid irregularities compensated for in the above do indeed appear in practical medical imaging applications. Figures 1(a) and (b) show a cortical surface estimated using the CRUISE algorithm 13 and a close-up of the same cortical surface, respectively. It is evident that vertices are not equally spaced as a result of the local shape of the brain. The extent to which this occurs depends on the methods used to sample the surface and generate the triangle mesh. It has been observed that the classical marching cubes algorithm for isosurface extraction produces triangles with smalls areas and/or large angles, implying non-uniform vertex spacing. 14, 15 In fact, anisotropic meshing techniques, 16 including octree methods 17 have been developed to efficiently represent surfaces with locally varying curvature properties. These methods deliberately create meshes with non-uniformly spaced vertices in order to mimic the anisotropy of the underlying surface they represent.
Figure 1(c) shows the effect of an inappropriate homogeneity model with a simple example. The yellow point has been mislabeled and MRF iterations are applied to correct the error. The light blue and green shading show the true boundary between the blue and green labels. A majority the point's neighbors are blue, but these are significantly further away than the point's green neighbors. An MRF with the distance-compensating Gaussian kernel described above would correctly re-label the yellow point as green. Without this balancing effect, the blue points would dominate. 3. DATA
Simulated Raters
Simulated rater errors were modeled in two ways. First, we used a confusion matrix in which the i, j th element indicates the probability that the rater will assign the j th label when the i th label is correct at any particular location. In this case, the identity matrix describes the "perfect" rater. In these simulations, confusion matrices were constructed such that each rater had equal expected performance for all labels, and errors were uniformly distributed among the remaining labels. Modeled errors are equally likely to occur throughout the image domain, i.e., every vertex is equally likely to be incorrectly labeled. An example of such a rater is shown in Figure 2 (b).
Because raters are more likely to make errors near the object boundaries in practice, we introduce a second rater error model that models this kind of behavior. Three parameters describe a rater's performance: r, l, and b. The scalar r is the rater's global true positive fraction. The vector l encodes the probability, given an error occurred, that it occurred at the i th boundary, where i indexes the boundary described by the label doublet These "boundary raters" were computed by iterating the following procedure (1 − r)|N | times (where N is the set of all vertices).
1. A boundary contour (a pair of two labels) was chosen according to the l distribution. If the boundary did not exist, a new boundary contour was chosen until it did exist.
2. A boundary point within the chosen contour was selected uniformly at random for all boundary points between the two label sets.
3. A random direction was chosen following a Bernoulli distribution with parameter b i to determine if the boundary contour would move toward the label with the lower index or the label with the higher index.
4. The set of boundary vertices was updated to reflect the change in boundary position. With the change in labels, the set of boundary pairs was also updated.
In this study, the rater performance r was varied from 0.7 to 0.9 and the bias term, b i was set to 0.5 for all i. A labeling produced by this type of simulated rater is shown in Figure 2(c) . This is visually similar to the types of errors commonly observed in both manual and automatic gyral labeling approaches. 
Cortical Surface Data
Our method was applied to real brain cortical surface data whose labels correspond to gyri, the folded regions of the brain. Magnetization-prepared, rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) MR scans were considered for forty subjects drawn from the OASIS data (http://www.oasis-brains.org). 20 Gyral labels were obtained using Freesurfer. 18 These labels were transferred by nearest-neighbor to cortical surfaces obtained using the Cortical reconstruction using implicit surface evolution (CRUISE) algorithm. 13 Subjects drawn from these data were used as both target surfaces and atlases for STAPLES as described in section 4.2.
RESULTS
Simulations
We first examined how the quality of the segmentation estimate produced with STAPLES varies with changes in the number of raters and their performance parameters. Raters simulated using both the confusion matrix and boundary error models were considered. True positive fractions (TPF) or 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 were considered for both models. The average label overlap between the true label configuration and the estimated configuration was measured using the dice coefficient, defined as DC = 2|A∩B|/(|A|+|B|). For experiments using the Markov random field, the kernel size was set as d 0 = 0.3, and the interaction weight was set as β = 0.05. Interaction weights were equal for all vertices before normalization based on the number of neighbors present at each vertex. Figure 3 shows the true label configuration, examples of simulated raters, and STAPLES results with and without MRF regularization for raters with true positive fractions of 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 and both error models. First considering the confusion matrix rater results, it is evident that the STAPLES estimate suffers from far fewer errors than any of the input raters. Furthermore, including the MRF homogeneity criterion removes most of the isolated errors present in the estimates using STAPLES without the MRF. Next we consider the boundary error rater surfaces. First, clear degradation of the boundary location can be observed as the true positive fraction decreases from 0.9 to 0.7. STAPLES estimates of the label configuration show a noticeable improvement over the individual raters, starting with mislabeled vertices far from the true boundary. Finally, we observe a subtle smoothing of the boundary when STAPLES with an MRF is applied. Figure 4 shows the results of 50 Monte Carlo iterations of the experiment described above using between three and eleven raters. Results are shown for STAPLES with and without an MRF. For both types of raters, we observe that the quality of the estimated true segmentation improves as the number of raters increases and as the rater performance increases. First we observe that the performance of standard STAPLES using confusion matrix raters increases rapidly as the number of atlases increases. For all rater performances tested, significant improvement in the label estimates are gained using even three atlases. As expected, as rater performance decreases, STAPLES requires a greater number of atlases to obtain a dice coefficient close to one. If we instead employ STAPLES with an MRF, overlap metrics close to one can be obtained using three atlases even with poor rater performance (T P = 0.7). This is due to the homogeneity constraint enforced by the MRF and the inhomogeneous nature of the noise applied.
Next, we consider the graph on the right of Figure 4 which shows the results of STAPLES using simulated boundary error raters. The dice overlap of STAPLES results also increases as the number of input raters increases, though the improvement is modest compared to the confusion matrix experiments. This behavior is because errors modeled along the boundaries occur in a relatively small area of the total surface, and therefore require a larger number of input raters to produce the high overlap measures described above. Moreover, this type of error mechanism is not modeled in the traditional STAPLES (or STAPLE) algorithm. The modest improvements can therefore also be explained as the result of model error, and suggest that incorporating a more realistic model of rater errors could improve performance for such data sets. STAPLES and STAPLES with a MRF result in comparable performance in most cases. This is due to the relatively smooth nature of the rater errors, which cannot be corrected for as simply as randomly dispersed errors. Still, improvements over single atlas registration are gained using STAPLES, lending evidence toward its applicability in label estimation even for more realistic situations.
Multi-Atlas Parcellation
We also examined the applicability of STAPLES as part of a multi-atlas parcellation scheme in the spirit of Rohlfing et al. 6 using Monte Carlo iterations. Cortical surfaces labeled with gyri were obtained as described in section 3.2. A surface was chosen randomly to serve a target, and a number of the remaining brain surfaces were randomly chosen to serve as atlases for the atlas-based parcellation. This experiment was repeated using three, five, and seven atlases. For each case, four subjects were chosen as targets, with twenty different sets of atlases, giving 80 random samples for each case. The parcellation was obtained by first partially inflating 21 both the target and source surfaces. Next, the iterative closest point algorithm 22 was used to register the target to the source using an affine transformation. Labels were then transferred to vertices on the source surface from the nearest vertex on the target surface. This method was repeated to obtain a labeling of the source surface for each of the three atlases. STAPLES was run using these subjects and atlases both with and without the MRF. For experiments using the Markov random field, the kernel size was set as d 0 = 2.0, and the interaction weight was set as β = 0.2 and was equal for all vertices before normalization. We see that a reasonable parcellation is obtained, despite the variability in the atlases and the simplicity of the registration and label transfer. Figure 5(a) shows an example target surface, (b) the resulting labeled cortex from STAPLES, and (c) an example atlas surface. We see that the resulting surface resembles the true labeling despite the differences between any one particular atlas and the truth. Future work will include the incorporation of surface features such as curvature in this labeling scheme. Figure 6 shows a quantitative comparison of STAPLES with and without the MRF as a function of the average performance of an individual atlas. The overlap of the STAPLES results is notably higher than the results using individual atlas registration. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the overlap sees a modest decrease. In these trials, a significant increase in performance was observed when increasing the number of atlases from three to five. However, performance was not significantly improved when the number of atlases was greater than five. The STAPLES results using the MRF showed a modest improvement above the results of using STAPLES without the MRF. The impact of the homogeneity modeling was seemingly small due to the smoothness of the atlases used. On the other hand, had the input atlases or transformations been less smooth, the MRF homogeneity modeling would have played a larger role. 
CONCLUSION
This work introduced STAPLES, an extension of STAPLE that enables statistical label recombination on 2D surfaces parameterized as triangle meshes. This enables the improvement of labels on surfaces obtained from biomedical images, including surface representations of the cortex, cerebellum, and subcortical structures, for example. A Markov random field (MRF) was applied that takes into account challenges present in using the triangle mesh representation. Specifically, our MRF formulation addressed the fact that vertices in the mesh can be irregularly spaced and differ in their number of neighbors.
STAPLES was applied using two types of simulated raters. The first type modeled errors using a traditional confusion matrix, while the second modeled errors along label boundaries. STAPLES estimates of the true label configuration improved upon single-rater estimates for both cases, though improvements were less dramatic when boundary raters were used. This difference can be accounted for by noting that the error model in STAPLES is precisely the confusion matrix used to simulate raters in the first case. However, this error model is only a rough approximation of the underlying error mechanism of boundary errors. If raters follow this type of error model, our study shows that modest improvements can be acheived, and demonstrates the need for experimentation with new, more appropriate models of rater error. Still, the observed improvements using even this boundary error raters indicate that the application STAPLES will be worthwhile in a variety of labeling tasks. STAPLES, along with the simulation framework, is available for download as open-source as part of the Java Imaging Science Toolkit (JIST, http://www.nitrc.org/projects/jist/).
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